
Recommendations for using 
Enterprise Vault with 
Exchange Mailboxes targeted 
to migrate to O365 
 

This whitepaper outlines the recommendations for configuring Enterprise Vault for those Exchange 

mailboxes that the customers plan to migrate to Office 365, along with the information about the Enterprise 

Vault functionalities that will be available for such mailboxes that are migrated to Office 365.  

This document is tested with Enterprise Vault 12.4 and hence applies to Enterprise Vault: 12.4 or future 

versions.  
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Overview 
Microsoft Office 365 is a set of Microsoft hosted messaging and collaboration services, which includes 

Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, Lync Online and Office Web Applications. Customers may wish to 

deploy the Microsoft Office 365 solution for their email services, thus migrating Exchange on-premise 

mailboxes to Office 365. 

 

This whitepaper is intended for customers who currently use Enterprise Vault for on-prem Exchange 

archiving using Exchange related archiving tasks and are now planning to move from on-prem Exchange 

to Office 365.  

 

This whitepaper includes the following: 

• Detailed recommendations for configuring Enterprise Vault archiving for the mailboxes that are 

enabled in Enterprise Vault for archiving and now customers plan to migrate them from Exchange 

on-premise to Office 365.  

• Intends to spread awareness about the change or impact on Enterprise Vault functionalities on 

such mailboxes that are migrated.  

• Shares the recommendations on how to fine tune the Enterprise Vault configuration and cite some 

common use cases about the migration of Exchange mailboxes in the customer environment.  

• Highlights the prerequisites and the common configuration settings for Enterprise Vault that are 

required, before the customers plan the Exchange mailbox migration to O365.  

• Contains relevant information and recommendations for those Exchange mailboxes that the 

customers may have already migrated without planning and performing any of the pre-configuration 

as described in this document. 

• Highlights the alternative for Journaling in O365 via Enterprise Vault SMTP Archiving 

• Includes information about searching capabilities for an end-user through Journal Archive 

 

Target Audience 
This document is intended for the customers who leverage the Enterprise Vault application to archive 

Exchange Mailbox, Public Folders and Journal archiving via the respective Exchange archiving tasks and 

use the Enterprise Vault client functionality for the end users (Enterprise Vault Outlook Add-in). 
  



Environment 
This document assumes that the customer environment has one or more of the following prerequisites:  

o Public Folder Archiving: At least 2 Public Folders with archived & unarchived emails. 

o Exchange Journal Archiving: At least 1 Exchange Journal Mailbox enabled for archiving via Enterprise 

Vault Exchange Journaling archiving task.  

o Exchange Mailbox Archiving: At least 1 Exchange on-prem Mailbox enabled for archiving via 

Enterprise Vault Exchange Mailbox archiving task. 

o Un-migrated Exchange Mailboxes: Exchange User Mailboxes (with archived & unarchived emails) that 

the customers plan to migrate to Office 365 in the future and are yet not migrated. 

o Migrated Exchange Mailbox: User Mailboxes (with archived & unarchived emails) that the customers 

may have already migrated to Office 365, without modifying any Enterprise Vault configuration. 

o Customer is using the latest supported version of Enterprise Vault. 

o Customer is using the latest supported version of Enterprise Vault Outlook Add-In.  

o Customer is using the latest supported version of Outlook for Office 365. 

 

These recommendations are based on the information provided in the Enterprise Vault Compatibility 

Charts. For the latest information on supported software, see the Enterprise Vault Compatibility Charts. 
  

https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US/doc/128058600-128865835-0/index
https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US/doc/128058600-128865835-0/index
https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US/doc/128058600-128865835-0/index


Supportability with O365 Migrated User Mailboxes 
This section describes the Enterprise Vault features available for Enterprise Vault enabled user mailboxes 

post migration to O365.  

The Exchange on-premise mailbox, that was enabled for archiving via Enterprise Vault, and migrated to 

Office 365, will not have the same functionality as before migration – both in terms of Enterprise Vault 

archiving capabilities as well as the end user experience with Enterprise Vault. Post mailbox migration, 

there will be less Enterprise Vault functionalities. Below is the functionality comparison and their behavior 

pre and post O365 migration, which will help the customer to plan the mailbox migration activity efficiently. 

It will also help customers to communicate the changes effectively to end users, so that they are aware of 

the Enterprise Vault related functionality available to them post their mailbox migration to O365.  

 

Client (End User related) Enterprise Vault Functionality 
Before mailbox migration to O365, a typical customer environment may have the following client-side 

functionality enabled via Enterprise Vault Outlook Add-in. These settings are configured and enabled via 

Desktop, Search and IMAP policies in the Enterprise Vault Server VAC. A typical toolbar in Outlook for 

such mailboxes will look like as follows (before migration):  

 

 
 

Post mailbox migration to O365, the end users will see some change in the availability of these 

functionalities. A user can still recall/retrieve the old archived email items using the Enterprise vault 

shortcuts. They can also leverage the Enterprise Vault Search to access and search their archived emails 

as part of integrated search within Outlook or via a web URL in a browser.  

However, post mailbox migration to O365, the end users will not be able to Store, Restore, or Delete the 

archived email items. They also will not be able to utilize the full functionality of Virtual Vault. Each of these 

options are covered in detail below.  

 
• Search Vaults: 

Description:  

This option allows users to Search for an archived item in the available vaults\archives for an end user. 

This can be done either via Outlook integrated Enterprise Vault Search, or through Enterprise Vault Search 



Web URL via browsers. 

Supportability:  

The Search button as well as the Enterprise Vault Search functionality will work seamlessly even after 

migrating the mailboxes to Office 365. 
 

 
 

 

• Store: 

Description:  

This option allows users to Store or Archive an email item from an Exchange mailbox to Enterprise Vault – 

both via automated archiving from Enterprise Vault server as well via Enterprise Vault Outlook add-in.  

Enterprise Vault Server-side archiving, also known as background Exchange Mailbox archiving, is done by 

the Exchange mailbox archiving task. This will trigger a manual or scheduled archiving run to archive all 

the eligible email items, as per the Exchange mailbox policy settings.  

 

 
 



A client-side initiated archiving, which is also called manual archiving, allows you to store an item to an 

archive by the end user. This can be done by clicking the STORE button or choosing STORE option in 

either the toolbar, ribbon or menu option in the Outlook having Enterprise Vault add-in enabled. Manual 

archiving also has an option to archive the folders. 

 

 
 

Supportability:   

All of the above-mentioned ways to archive an email will not be supported post mailbox migration. 

Background archiving will fail, as the task will not be able to find the user mailbox that has been migrated. 

The manual archiving will also fail because if a user tries to manually archive an item, it will put the item in 

pending state for infinite time. See the image below: 

 

 

 

In summary, the archiving of the user mailbox items via Enterprise Vault Exchange Mailbox task is not 

supported post mailbox migration to O365.  

However, there are alternate ways to archive O365 user mailboxes. Refer to whitepaper Archiving Microsoft 

Office 365 with Enterprise Vault  
 
 

https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US/article.100006328
https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US/article.100006328


• Restore: 

Description:  

This option allows users to Restore the archived items from Enterprise Vault archive back to the Exchange 

mailbox; that is, move or copy an archived item back into user mailbox in the original format. This can be 

done by either clicking the RESTORE button or choosing the RESTORE option in the toolbar, ribbon or 

menu option in the Outlook with Enterprise Vault add-in enabled. 

As shown below, a restore of an email item can be performed either to an original location or an alternate 

location. The end user also has an option to Delete the shortcut once the item is restored. 

 

 
 

Supportability:  

Like the Store function, the Restore function also fails post mailbox migration to O365. The item will be in 

the pending state. The image below shows an item that is pending Restore. 

 

 
 

Note that a user does not need to restore the archived item if they just want to forward an archived email 

or reply to an archived email, or to perform other actions. This can be achieved through a retrieval of the 

archived email as well. To retrieve an email you only need to double click the shortcut. See the next section 

Recall/Retrieve (Shortcuts).  

 
• Recall/Retrieve (Shortcuts):  

Description:  

An archived email item can be recalled/retrieved either by a double click on the shortcut, or by a single click 



on a link given in a shortcut - “VIEW THE ORIGINAL ITEM”. This will temporarily download the archived 

message in the user’s Outlook cache and will be displayed to the user like a normal email. 

 

Supportability:  

This option will behave in the same way post mailbox migration. There is no change in the functionality of 

this option.  

 
• Delete: 

Description:  

Using this option, users can delete archived items. A end user can only use this option on archived items 

in the mailbox, and not on the archived items in the Virtual Vault or Vault cache. 

There are 2 types of Delete options: 

o Enterprise Vault Delete: The Delete button that is available on the Enterprise Vault Outlook client toolbar 

or menu or ribbon, deletes the shortcut, as well as the associated archived item. 

o Outlook delete: The Delete button that is provided within Outlook or in the context menu, deletes the 

shortcut as well as the associated archived item (based on the Exchange Desktop policy settings). 

 

Supportability:  

Post mailbox migration, the Enterprise Vault Delete option will not work. If a user tries to manually delete 

an item, the Enterprise Vault Delete process will go into the pending state.  

However, in case of Outlook delete, the Delete button will only delete the Enterprise Vault shortcut in the 

mailbox, irrespective of the Exchange Desktop policy settings. 

 
• Cancel 

Description:  

This option allows users to Cancel the Enterprise Vault client operation that is currently in progress. An end 

user can cancel the following operations: 

o Delete (Delete from Vault) 

o Store (Store selected items in Vault and Store selected folder in Vault) 

o Restore (Restore from Vault) 

 

Supportability: 

All the above listed options of Enterprise Vault Cancel functionality will seamlessly work post the mailbox 

migration. 

 
 



• Synchronize Virtual Cache 

Description: 

Before we discuss the details of this option post migration, let’s get familiar with some of the related 

terminologies.  

A Vault Cache provides instant access to archived items, even when an end user works offline or is not 

connected to the corporate Enterprise Vault network. After Vault Cache has been setup, an end user can 

retrieve an archived item in the following ways: 

o Open the items from Virtual Vault. 

o Open the items from the corresponding shortcuts in user’s mailbox. 

Enterprise Vault regularly synchronizes the user’s online vault/archive and their Vault Cache. The user can 

also synchronize the virtual cache manually using the Synchronize Vault Cache option.  

 

Virtual Vault: This functionality appears as a node in Outlook, similar to the node for Inbox or Public Folder. 

This node has the archived items of the user’s mailbox, which are cached locally on the machine.  

 

Vault Cache Preemptive archiving in cache: This setting in the Exchange mailbox policy sets the number 

of days prior to actual automated archiving at which items in the Outlook mailbox cache will be pre-emptively 

added to the local vault cache. Refer to the Enterprise Vault documentation for details.  

 

Supportability: 

The Synchronize Vault Cache button will continue to work for the mailboxes migrated to O365. However, 

not all the functionality will be available. Here is the summary:  
o Users can continue to see the Virtual Vault node post migration. 

o Virtual Vault functionality will be available post migration. 

o Archiving by dragging the email item: In order to archive any email item, user can still simply drag 

the email item in Virtual Vault node before performing sync. In the next Virtual Vault Sync, the email 

will be archived successfully to the user’s archive. 

o Vault Cache Preemptive archiving in Vault Cache will fail post mailbox migration and this 

functionality will not be available.  

 
• PST Migration 

Description: 

This option will be available to the end users when the Enterprise Vault administrator has enabled the 

mailbox for PST (Personal Storage Table) migration. For more details, refer to “PST Migration” section in 

the Enterprise Vault documentation. Using the client-side PST migration functionality, Enterprise Vault can 



archive the emails from a PST file on client’s computer. An administrator can set the automated policy for 

the user’s mailbox and enable it via Outlook Enterprise Vault add-in or let the user choose whether to 

migrate the PST files to Enterprise Vault by submitting the PST manually. 

Using Server-driven PST migration, the Enterprise Vault server locates, collects & migrates the PST from 

user’s machine or a file share. 

 

Supportability: 

Both the server-driven and client-driven PST migration functionalities fail for the mailbox migrated to O365. 

 

• Enterprise Vault Office Mail App 

Description: 

In Outlook 2013 and later, most of the Enterprise Vault options on the Outlook ribbon are also available as 

Enterprise Vault Office Mail App. The administrator can choose to configure this option via Enterprise Vault 

policies. The Office Mail App appears at the top of the current email, calendar item, or meeting request. 

Enterprise Vault Office Mail App can be accessed through OWA as well Outlook 

 

Supportability: 

The Enterprise Vault Office Mail App will not work for O365 migrated mailboxes.  

 
• Help: 

Description: 

This will pop-up a new window with all the available Enterprise Vault help contents. 

 

Supportability: 

Enterprise Vault Help continue to work for migrated mailboxes.  

 
• More Actions:  

Description:  

This option will display a menu containing one or more Enterprise Vault commands. An Enterprise Vault 

administrator can configure whether options appear as buttons on the Enterprise Vault tab or as commands 

on the More Actions menu. 

 

Supportability: 

The More Actions menu continue to work for migrated mailboxes.  
  



Summary of Enterprise Vault Functionality 
The table below displays the summary of the above discussed Enterprise Vault functionality that are 

supported or restricted to the end users post migration of mailboxes to Office 365. 

 

Enterprise Vault features Pre-migration Post Migration 

Search > Integrated Search Y Y 

Search > Search through web URL Y Y 

Store > Background archiving Y N 

Store > Manual archiving Y  N 

Restore Y N 

Recall/Retrieve (Shortcuts) Y Y 

Delete > Enterprise Vault delete Y N 

Delete > Outlook delete Y Y (only shortcuts) 

PST Migration > Server-driven Y N 

PST Migration > Client-driven Y N 

Virtual Vault > Virtual Vault Sync Y Y 

Virtual Vault > Virtual Vault (pre-emptive Caching) Y N 

Cancel Y Y 

EV Office Mail App (OWA as well Outlook) Y N 

Help Y Y 

More Actions Y Y 

 
  



Typical Customer Configurations or Deployment Scenarios 
Enterprise Vault functionalities are restricted when the user mailbox is migrated from Exchange on-

premises to Office 365. Refer to the previous sections in this whitepaper for more information around the 

supportability post mailbox migration. In this section, we will discuss some of the typical and commonly 

seen configuration scenarios in a customer environment. We will also discuss what a customer needs to 

do in such scenarios. A customer needs to plan carefully, before migrating the Enterprise Vault enabled 

exchange mailboxes to O365.  

 

Scenario 1: Customer is planning Mailbox Migration in future. Things 
to do before Migration:  
 

In this scenario, where the customer will migrate the mailbox to O365 in the near future and they want to 

plan out the Enterprise Vault configuration before the mailbox migration activity. Veritas highly recommends 

that you have a proper planning before migration, and make the necessary changes in the configuration of 

Enterprise Vault policies by referring to the Summary of Enterprise Vault Functionality section for desired 

outcomes of Enterprise Vault functionalities. Customers will have a better control on end user experience 

for Enterprise Vault if they plan the Enterprise Vault configuration modification before mailboxes migration.  

 

Assuming that the mailboxes are yet to be migrated to Office 365, we recommend that you follow the below 

guidelines (as per the customer’s requirement): 

 
A. Enterprise Vault Server-Side Settings:  

Points to note: 

• Before you migrate a mailbox from on-prem Exchange to O365, make sure that you run mailbox 
synchronization to allow any policy changes to be applied on the mailbox. This is because the 
mailbox synchronization is not applicable for the migrated mailboxes.  

• Use Enterprise Vault Search to export all the archived items into the .PST file.  
This will export all the archived email items exported into a .PST file.  

If you refer to Summary of Enterprise Vault Functionality, it is implicit that the post mailbox migration 
to O365, Exchange mailbox Archiving or Restore will not work like the way it used to work with on-
prem Exchange mailboxes. Hence, customer needs to disable the archiving for all those mailboxes, 
which they plan to migrate to O365 in future. Here are the steps to follow for the same:  

1. Disable Mailbox Wizard: Use this setting to disable archiving for the user mailboxes that 
customer wants to migrate to O365.  
By running this wizard, the mailbox will be disabled for further archiving. However, the current 
archive of this mailbox will remain active and user can still access the archived items in that 
archive.  



 
 

2. Configure Enterprise Vault Client functionality: For mailboxes that are still enabled for 
archiving, configure the Exchange Desktop Policy settings in the Administration Console to 
disable the options that will not work post migration to O365. Refer to the section Summary of 
the behavior of Enterprise Vault functionalities for more information. 
 
Choose the appropriate Desktop Policy corresponding to the mailbox that you want to 
configure. Edit the Desktop policy. On the Policy tab, go to the Options tab. The settings on 
this tab will determine the functions that the Enterprise Vault Add-In will display in Outlook. 
Disable the functions that will not work post mailbox migration. Refer to the section Summary 
of the behavior of Enterprise Vault functionalities for more information. 

 
 

3. Vault Cache: Choose the appropriate Desktop Policy corresponding to the mailbox that you want 
to configure. Edit the Desktop policy. Modify the Exchange Desktop Policy settings to 



enable/disable the Vault Cache. 
The setting will also help Enterprise Vault to determine if Vault Cache is enabled for a user or not. 
It will also help to configure Virtual Vault option in the Enterprise Vault Outlook Add-In. 

 
 
  



B. Enterprise Vault Client-Side Settings (Outlook Add-in) 
On the client side, customers will have two choices. They can either choose to keep the Enterprise 
Vault Outlook add-in with limited functionality and let the end users use the options available, or they 
can choose to remove the Enterprise Vault Outlook add-in altogether. In both the cases, some of the 
functionality will be available for use.  

 
1. Virtual Vault: If the customer intends to keep the Enterprise Vault Outlook add-in and will not 

be uninstalling it, the user can utilize the functionality of Virtual Vault to archive an item 
manually. The user can drag & drop the unarchived email item into the virtual vault node for 
archiving. The next run of Virtual Vault Cache synchronization will get these items archived. 

 
 

2. Enterprise Vault Search: User can access the archived emails either through integrated 
Enterprise Vault Search within Outlook or via the web URL. The typical web URL of search is:  

https://<EV web hostname>/enterprisevault/Search/Shell.aspx. 
 

Note that the user will be able to perform all the Search operations except COPY or MOVE TO 

MAILBOX options. Refer to the section Summary of the behavior of Enterprise Vault functionalities 

for more information. 

 
3. Help & Cancel options: User can use the help button from EV toolbar, or use cancel button to 

cancel any pending task. 
 
4. Recall or Retrieval of archived items: User will be able to recall/retrieve messages by:  

a. Double click on the shortcuts. 
b. Click on the link to view the original item. 

 
5. Uninstall Enterprise Vault Outlook add-in: User or administrator can uninstall the Enterprise 

Vault client add-in from Programs. This option will disable the Enterprise Vault toolbar as well as 
Enterprise Vault menu option in the Outlook. 
However, the user will still able to Recall or Retrieve the archived email items by clicking on a link 
in the shortcut: “VIEW THE ORIGINAL ITEM”. 

 



 
 

  



Scenario 2: A Customer has already Migrated Mailboxes to O365 
 

If a customer has already migrated mailboxes to Office 365 without planning and configuring Enterprise 

Vault as described in Scenario 1, then after migration there will be some complications and limitations that 

customers should be absolutely aware of. For example: The users will still be able to see the Enterprise 

Vault client toolbar, with all the buttons enabled (as per the applicable Enterprise Vault Desktop Policy). 

Let’s go through the limitations and available functionality in more detail.  

 

 
A. Enterprise Vault Server-Side Settings 

Customers cannot make any changes to the Enterprise Vault configuration settings as described in 

Scenario 1. This is because, whenever the policy-based settings are changed, the Enterprise Vault 

Synchronization task will synchronize the mailboxes with new settings. This will put the updated hidden 

messages in the corresponding mailboxes. This mechanism is applicable for on-prem Exchange user 

mailboxes.  

However, in this scenario, since the user’s mailbox has already been migrated to O365, so even if the 

Enterprise Vault policy settings are changed, they will not be synchronized and applied to the migrated 

mailboxes via the Enterprise Vault synchronization task. This is because, Enterprise Vault doesn’t treat the 

O365 mailboxes in the same way as on-prem Exchange user mailboxes and the architecture is different. 

Hence once the user mailboxes are migrated to O365, there is no way to update the Enterprise Vault 

settings or the hidden message in those mailboxes. With that in mind, there are less options for the 

customers now for making any client-side changes as well. Please refer to next section to know about the 

client-side options for the end user.  

 

 
B. Enterprise Vault Client-Side Settings (Outlook Add-in)  

Customer does not have a choice to customize most of the Enterprise Vault client-side functionality. Here 
is the list of options that will and will not work:  

1. Uninstall Enterprise Vault Outlook add-in: User or administrator can uninstall the Enterprise 
Vault client add-in from Programs. This option will remove the Enterprise Vault toolbar as well as 
Enterprise Vault menu option in the Outlook. 
 
However, the user will still able to Recall or Retrieve the archived email items by clicking on a link 
in the shortcut: “VIEW THE ORIGINAL ITEM”. See figure below:  



 
 

 
2. Virtual Vault: If a customer intends to keep the Enterprise Vault Outlook Add-In and will not be 

uninstalling it, the end-user can utilize the functionality of Virtual Vault to archive an item 
manually. Users can drag & drop the unarchived email item into the virtual vault node for 
archiving. The next run of Virtual Vault Cache synchronization will get these items archived.  

 
 

 
3. Enterprise Vault Search: User can access the archived emails either through integrated 

Enterprise Vault Search within Outlook or via the web URL. The typical web URL of search is:  
 

https://<EV web hostname>/enterprisevault/Search/Shell.aspx 
 

Note that the user will be able to perform all the Search operations except COPY or MOVE TO 

MAILBOX options. Refer to the section Summary of the behavior of Enterprise Vault functionalities 

for more information. 

 
4. Help & Cancel options: User can use the help button from EV toolbar, or use cancel button to 

cancel any pending task. 



 
6. Recall or Retrieval of archived items: User will be able to recall/retrieve messages in one of the 

following ways:  
a. Double click on the shortcuts. 
b. Click on the link to view the original item. 

 
5. Store, Restore & Delete options: These options will be the most different in behavior and may 

confuse the user. These options will be visible to the end user, depending on the corresponding 
Desktop policy for that user mailbox in Enterprise Vault. If these options are visible, there is a 
chance that the user may try to Store, Restore or Delete the items but all these operations will 
fail. The item will be stuck in PENDING state for an infinite time. 

 

 
  



Scenario 3: Exchange Public Folders Archiving 
For the migrated mailboxes, user is unable to fetch the Public Folders node as the Navigation bar fails to 

expand, and the user cannot see the options to view the folders.  

 
A. Enterprise Vault Server settings 

This section is not applicable here.  

 

B. Enterprise Vault Client settings 
1. Enterprise Vault Search: User can access the archived emails either through integrated 

Enterprise Vault Search within Outlook or via the web URL. The typical web URL of search is:  
 

https://<EV web hostname>/enterprisevault/Search/Shell.aspx 
 

Note that the user will be able to perform all the Search operations except COPY or MOVE TO 

MAILBOX options. Refer to the section Summary of the behavior of Enterprise Vault functionalities 

for more information. 

 
 
 

Scenario 4: Exchange Journal Mailboxes 
Although, theoretically, Exchange Journal mailboxes can be migrated to Office 365, however there is no 

true journaling available in O365. Journaling in O365 is supported via on-prem Exchange only. Hence in 

absence of true journaling, there is an impact on the existing configured Enterprise Vault Journal archiving.  

Journal archiving is used for various use cases, including compliance and regulations requirements. After 

migration to O365, customers can achieve the Journal archiving using Enterprise Vault SMTP archiving. 

See the whitepaper Archiving Microsoft Office 365 with Enterprise Vault  that describes how to configure 

Enterprise Vault server to archive a Journal archiving stream from a hosted Microsoft Office 365 solution 

for use in eDiscovery, Compliance and regulatory requirements. 

 

Before performing the instructions provided in the whitepaper, it is mandatory to disable the existing Journal 

archiving from Enterprise Vault, if it is enabled.  

 
A. Enterprise Vault  Server settings:  
1. Stop the Exchange Journaling Task.  

This will allow the administrator to stop any ongoing journal archiving activity.  

https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US/article.100006328


 
 

2. Remove the Journal mailbox from Exchange target. 
This step is needed to completely disable Journaling from archiving via Exchange Journaling 
task. 

 
 

 

B. Enterprise Vault client setting 
Not applicable. 

  



Archive Search Capability for End-User via Journal Archive 
Post O365 migration of mailboxes, many customers may choose to configure Journal archiving of O365 

mailboxes via Enterprise Vault SMTP archiving, as described in the previous section. Also, there may be 

another set of customers, who has configured Journal Archiving of on-prem Exchange Journal mailboxes 

via traditional archiving methods in Enterprise Vault (Exchange Journal Archiving task). In both the cases, 

there is a strong use case and requirements seen from many customers, where they want to give archive 

search capabilities to their end users via Enterprise Vault Journal archive. As of now the alternative is to 

enable Enterprise Vault Search via User Mailbox archive, traditionally called as “EV Search” or “Search 

Vaults”. 

One of the Veritas Technology Partners, “Vault Solutions” has developed a solution, which caters to the 

above requirement. The tool named “Archive Accelerator Enterprise Search” allows the end-user to directly 

and securely search their archived emails via SMTP archives configured for receiving journal emails – 

restricting their access to only those messages that they have sent or received. The user can view all the 

messages – even those deleted or yet to be archived. While mailbox archiving isn’t a requirement for 

Archive Accelerator Enterprise Search, the pairing of these two solutions offers end user a single location 

to search all the e-mail content based on the Enterprise Vault implantation by the customer. 

 

For more information about the solution, please visit - Archive Accelerator Enterprise Search 

 

Summary  
In conclusion, when the Exchange mailboxes are migrated from Exchange on-premise server to Office 365, 

some Enterprise Vault functionalities will be restricted. For a better end-user experience, a customer needs 

to carefully plan the Enterprise Vault options and subsequent configuration before migrating mailboxes from 

on-prem Exchange to O365. In a nut shell, the following functionalities will still be working post migration: 

o The end user can still access the old archived items, either by recalling/retrieving the shortcuts, or 

through Enterprise Vault Search. 

o The end user can archive the emails by dragging the emails into the Virtual Vault node before 

performing virtual cache synchronization. 

o The end user can use SMTP archiving as a replacement for on-prem Journal archiving.  

o The end user can access public folder archived items using Enterprise Vault Search. 

 
  

https://www.vault-solutions.com/products/archive-accelerator-enterprise-search/
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